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Still cant talk about Thailand so, fast forward
to mad month end and my lone bike trip to
my village in Gujarat. 600 kms to attend a
wedding at the request of my cousin Anil.
I packed my saddlebags and back pack with
luggage and goodies for my few days stay.
Missed Devi's birthday but then in my view
she didnt want me or her mum at her booze
and baccy parties. Like the Romans, her
celebrations go on for 7 days. She offered
going somewhere for breakfast! Devi had
just got up as I was leaving at 10.15am (up
early!), so it would have been lunch! Thats
par for the course. They went to the Banyan
Tree. By that time I was clean out of Mumbai
and had hit the NH8, though it was murder
getting out of the city.
I stopped for my lunch just before Vapi, by
my reckoning around half way house.
The kraft cheese slice butts were so so but
with addition of mother in laws chilli
pickles! Yum, yum. The fig was squidgy,
satsumas just right and some Bombay Mix
added a bit more flavour at the roadside.
I was taking a photo to send to Preeti on my
mobile so would she know where I was.
Disaster! My large tupperware box of the
chilli pickles was knocked off the dinner
table (the saddle) and ended in the roadside
sh-ite. I was tempted to retrieve and wash
before eating as they added so much more to
my lunch, I relented and just kicked them
into the bushes.
I reached my destination at around 5.30 and
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After our feed,
returned home
for siesta when
my cousin Anil,
(blue shirt in pic
the two far right
are Pankaj and
Chetan) asked if
I would like to
eat chicken
tonight. Yes!!!
At tea time I was
bundled into a
car along with
my bottle of
whiskey and
taken to a farm
house behind
closed gates. On
the way Anil

made a phone
call and at the
next crossroads
there was a
young man
waiting with 4
cans of chilled Kingfisher. Hey this is India!
Under the stars they laid a mat for our party
of 5. Babu (the chickenwala) drank ¾ of the
whiskey and still stood up!
The chicken & joowar rotla were heavenly.
Following day the wedding events were in
full swing and entry into the village barred
for all motor cars.

Just when you
think things are
peaceful, the
band and ghetto
blasters start
blaring, rockets
go into the dark
sky, the crowd
start singing and
dancing as it
announces the
arrival of the
grooms carriage!
Apparently (I
was asleep by
10.30) the
festivities went
on until 2.30 am,
stopping only for
some supper. I
know, indians
just seem to eat
and eat. Where
do they get that
from you ask?

Next day, back to Mumbai via Navsari as
Preeti wanted
fresh out of the
The mandwa would seat nearly 1000 guests
ground, pouwk
whilst in the dinning 'hall', 600 people will be
(indian maize) a
accommodated in one sitting. There would
delicacy from
be 3 - 4 such sittings throughout the day.
street sellers
The many guests that arrived, from the brides available during season in India.
mothers home, the village, VIPs and the
Stopped at the Parsi Dhabha which seemed
party of the groom were shown hospitality in an inviting place but having missed my
the school grounds. At the appropriate time
turning, I ended up in their dairy shop! They
they would make their way to dine by
seemed to have nothing to snack and a sit
singing and dancing lead by a band.
down meal wasnt what was appropriate, so
settled for a bottle of coke and my lunch box.
met my uncle and cousins for the first time in By the time ice cream was served at high
afternoon, probably 1800 people had already Otherwise an effortless journey arriving
45 years. No tears please.
been fed. That is without the grooms party!
home at 6.15pm a little tired, hungry and
No tv led to a good nights sleep. Early next
sporting a very numb bum. Would I do it
From the little crying girl, seems, not every
day we were off to the grooms home for
again? Wots it worth?
lunch. The tables had been set for 2000 of us! one got their share of ice cream.

